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newsletter of the Public-
Private Partnership Center 
of the Philippines. This 
newsletter is part of the 
Center’s thrust to provide 
relevant, accurate, and 
reliable PPP knowledge 
and information.
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implement their respective 
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The Philippine PPP program is an evolving development agenda. It is anchored on the critical role 
of the private sector as the state’s partner in development and as a critical participant in public 
governance. Over the years, its evolution can be highlighted by major developments that include 
policy actions, institutional transitions, sectoral shifts, changing market appetite, fiscal realities, and 
yes, the current pandemic situation.

With the pandemic, will PPP continue to be a viable option for critical infrastructure and 
development projects? How should the pandemic and related public health situations be considered 
in the continuing efforts to deliver projects, improve policies, and strengthen PPP institutions?

The pandemic surely has compelled us to revisit these important elements of the Philippine PPP 
program. Projects under implementation are being reviewed and their risk sharing structures 
revisited. The World Bank’s Public-Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF) is helping the 
Philippines look into specific projects to assess its impact and recommend mitigating measures. 
Both houses of Congress have ongoing efforts to capture the realities of the pandemic into the 
proposed PPP Act.

Most importantly, the pandemic highlighted anew the role of the private sector in the response to 
this major public health crisis. Critical pandemic response projects such as health infrastructure 
(e.g., hospital or health facilities expansion and rehabilitation; set up of testing and quarantine 
facilities, research and development of vaccines, etc.) basic socioeconomic support infrastructure 
(e.g., water and sanitation systems, solid waste management facilities), as well as connectivity 
related infrastructure (e.g., virtual systems/platforms to facilitate contactless transactions and 
communications) can actually be pursued by national and local governments through PPPs.

Admittedly, a lot remains to be done. While projects in these sectors are starting to get added to the 
pipeline, parallel efforts on capacity building of concerned contracting agencies as well as sector-
specific PPP guidelines are urgent. Local government units (LGUs) particularly need focused help 
on this, given that most of these pandemic response projects are in the areas devolved to them. 
Worth noting is the PPP Center’s Local PPP Strategy and its collaboration with the Department of 
the Interior and Local Government (DILG), local leagues, and National Economic and Development 
Authority (NEDA) Regional Offices initiated even before the pandemic started in 2020.

Mindful of these important and urgent requirements, the PPP Center has also embraced the existing 
set up in the delivery of its PPP program mandate. Its online presence has been strengthened 
thereby enabling it to provide project development and technical assistance, capacity building 
and guidance, project implementation monitoring, and management services to national and 
local implementing agencies through online platforms. Surely, physical support and handholding 
really cannot be replaced but we are hopeful that eventually, we will be able to establish and 
sustain a working combination of physical and virtual interaction in the delivery of said PPP Center 
interventions.

In the end, it is really more than just about the pandemic and its impact on PPPs. It is about how the 
PPP program should respond, adjust and navigate through this situation in the continued pursuit for 
public service. The fourth P in this evolving PPP narrative is the people.  They are at the heart of these 
important partnerships driven by the program’s commitment to the protection of public interest.
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Number 
of Projects

Project Cost 
(in PhP Billion)

Procurement Mode: 
Solicited

Procurement Mode: 
unSolicited
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PPP Center-Assisted Projects

Number 
of Projects

Project Cost 
(in PhP Billion)

Procurement Mode: 
Solicited

Procurement Mode: 
unSolicited

National

39

7,126

12

27

Local

19

55

11

8

TOTAL

58

7,181

23

35

PPP Projects under implementATION

National

86

1,176

65

15

Local

90

113

13

72

TOTAL

176

1,289

78

87
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The steady growth 
of PPPs in the 
Philippines amidst 
a global pandemic 
New PPP Center-assisted Projects
Despite the ongoing threat of an economic strain as the 
country endures a year-long lockdown, the country’s Public-
Private Partnership (PPP) program maintains its positive 
strides in light of the pandemic.

At the close of 2020, 14 new PPP projects were added to the 
pipeline. The new additions include the following:

1. Tuguegarao Septage Management Project
2. Davao Sasa Port Modernization Project
3. Iloilo Dumangas Ports Project
4. Philippine Travel Center Complex Project
5. Development, Operations, and Maintenance of  
 General Santos Port Project
6. Zamboanga Waste-to-Value Facility Project
7. Expansion, Operation and Maintenance of Vessel  
 Traffic Services Project
8. Mariveles Mental Wellness Center, Multi-Level  
 Parking and Dormitory Building
9. Operation & Maintenance of the Francisco B. Reyes  
 Airport and the New Busuanga Airport
10. Metro Cebu Expressway
11. Bicol Medical Center’s Medical Arts Building and  
 Upgrading of Health Services Project
12. NEDA sa Makati Property Redevelopment Project
13. New Metro Manila Food and Transport Hub Project
14. General Santos City Sanitary Landfill Project

In November 2020, the water districts of San Pablo City, 
Laguna, and Dolores, Quezon jointly issued a Notice of 
Award (NOA) to its private partner to build the PhP103 
million Lumbo Spring Bulk Water Supply Project.

As of December 2020, there are 176 PPP projects under 
implementation amounting to PhP1,289 billion and 58 PPP 
Center-assisted projects amounting to PhP7,159 billion.

Continued PDMF support
The Project Development Monitoring Facility (PDMF) 
continues to be a crucial tool in expanding the PPP pipeline. 
In 2020, there were seven PDMF support applications 
approved by the PDMF Committee. These are the Ormoc 
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City Water Supply System Project, Iloilo City’s Integrated 
Solid Waste Management Facility Project, Improvement, 
Operation, and Maintenance of Kennon Road Project, 
Mariveles Mental Wellness Center Multi-Level Parking 
and Dormitory Building, NEDA sa Makati Property 
Redevelopment Project, and Bicol Medical Center’s Medical 
Arts Building and Upgrading of Health Services Project.

By yearend, there were four consulting contracts signed. 
These are the UP-PGH Diliman Project signed on March 
16, the Ormoc City Water Supply System Project signed on 
July 21, the University of the Philippines-Los Banos Agro-
Industrial and Information Technology Parks (Agri-Futura) 
Project signed on November 23, and the Bislig City Water 
Supply and Septage Project signed on November 27.

More Local PPPs
Even with the challenges posed by COVID-19, local 
implementing agencies (LIAs) see PPPs as a viable way to 
solve their infrastructure deficiencies. In 2020, four local PPP 
projects  were under procurement. These are the Baggao 
Level III Water Supply Project, the Lumbo Spring Bulk Water 
Supply Project, the Balicasag Island Dive Resort Project and 
the Development and Management of the Club Intramuros 
Golf Course.

The San Ramon Newport Project of the Zamboanga City 
Special Economic Zone Authority is under approval by 
relevant government bodies.

Meanwhile, the UP Los Banos Agro-Industrial Information 
and Technology Parks, the Iloilo City Integrated Solid Waste 
Management Facility Project, the Bislig City Bulk Water 
Supply and Septage Project, Iloilo City Slaughterhouse, Iloilo 
City Central and Terminal Public Markets, Rizal Park Western 
Section Development Project, and the Ormoc City Water 
Supply System Project are still being developed. 

COVID-19 response: The Bayanihan spirit in PPPs
In the truest sense of partnership and bayanihan, the 
PPP program’s private partners have stepped up to help 
government in its efforts to stem the spread of COVID-19.

To make domestic travel to and from Cebu travel safer, 
GMR-Megawide Cebu Airport Corporation (GMCAC) is 
implementing the use of the contact tracing app, Traze, at 
Mactan-Cebu International Airport (MCIA). The pilot testing 
for Traze began on October 28, 2020 at the MCIA, Ninoy 
Aquino International Airport, Clark International Airport 
and the Davao International Airport. Moreover, real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing is now available 
for departing MCIA passengers. It becomes the first airport 
in the country to have a dedicated COVID-19 testing 
laboratory that uses RT-PCR techniques.

Banner Story
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In an effort to make travel at the LRT Line 1 safe for 
passengers, private partner  Light Rail Manila Corporation 
is implementing various safety guidelines to prevent the 
further spreading of COVID-19 on the LRT-1.  These measures 
include the enforcement of physical distancing with the help 
of seat and floor markings. The LRT coaches are periodically 
deep-cleaned upon reaching the end of the line.  It is also 
deploying new thermal cameras at high-traffic LRT-1 stations 
for entry screening. They are also asking passengers to use 
the mobile app ikotMNL to get updates and announcements 
about the train’s schedules and crowd status at the station in 
advance so that they can plan their trips better.  Meanwhile, 
the Parañaque Integrated Terminal Exchange is being used 
as a staging point/terminal for frontliners.  

Construction Slowdown
As the country was placed under Enhanced Community 
Quarantine (ECQ), the construction industry was forced to 
cease its work. Big ticket projects, including PPPs have been 
placed on hold due to the strict quarantine protocols. 

Preliminary works on San Miguel Corporation’s New Manila 
International Airport in Bulacan province, including the 
Skyway Stage 3 and MRT Line 7 have been suspended since 
construction activities were considered as non-essential 
activities under the ECQ  guidelines. New timetable for 
construction and completion was inevitably pushed back. 
The original target of a December 2020 opening for the 
Skyway Stage 3 was moved to 2021.

The various rail projects of the Department of Transportation 
and the Department of Public Works and Highways also 
suffered the same fate. Construction works on the Cavite-
Laguna Expressway Project and the extension of the LRT 
Line 1 were stopped at the start of the ECQ in March and only 
resumed operations in May 2020.  

Modest wins
Despite the lockdown, significant wins were posted under 
the PPP program.  In August 2020 the Laguna Boulevard 
and the Laguna Technopark Interchanges of the Cavite-
Laguna Expressway opened, giving motorists access to 
and from the Laguna Technopark as well as an alternative 
route to and from Nuvali via Laguna Boulevard and South 
Boulevard, decongesting Santa Rosa-Tagaytay Road and 
other local service roads in the area. 

In September 2020, the construction of the new passenger 
terminal of the Clark International Airport was completed.  
In October, the senate  approved on final reading  the bill 
granting San Miguel Aerocity Inc. the authority to build, 
develop, and operate the new international air gateway to 
the greater Metro Manila area.  Before the end of December 
2020, the riding public were treated to the partial opening 
of the Skyway Stage 3, while the full access to its seven lanes 
will be available in January 2021.  
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Special feature

shifting gears

One of the primary roles of the PPP Center in facilitating 
the Philippine PPP program is to help build the institutional 
readiness of the implementing agencies (IAs) through 
our capacity building program. This program caters to IAs’ 
specific needs in rolling out PPP projects. Since 2010, the 
Center has conducted several nationwide PPP trainings 
and workshops for national government agencies (NGAs), 
local government units (LGUs), partners, other IAs and 
stakeholders. 

In 2020, the country, with the rest of the world had to face 
one of the most difficult challenges for humanity in recent 
history, the COVID-19 pandemic. Economic activities were 
put to a halt due to months of lockdown. The public and 
private sectors had to execute new strategies to deliver 
their services, find ways to cope with the pandemic, and tap 
available resources to continue with their businesses. The 
PPP Center, like other government institutions, had to adapt 
to this new normal. 

To continue providing capacity building support and services 
to its partners and stakeholders, the PPP Center upskilled 
its workforce to implement a new strategy in delivering 
its training program. The Center tapped technology and 
innovation to transform its services to be more responsive to 
the needs of its clientele, which paved the way to the birth of 
Online Capacity Building Activities (OCBAs).

The OCBAs aim to continue the conduct of PPP trainings 
for a wider audience through alternative learning methods. 
At a time when travel is restricted and gatherings are 
discouraged, OCBAs—which include webinars, online 
workshops, and remote knowledge sharing sessions—are 
delivered through virtual platforms, allowing registered 
participants to access the PPP Center’s training offerings in 
the comfort of their offices and own homes.

FEROISA FRANCISCA T. CONCORDIA, director iv
CAPACITY BUILDING AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SERVICE
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GAD corner

PPP Center strengthens 
its commitment to gender 
mainstreaming
With the support of the Asian Development Bank (ADB), 
the PPP Center has onboarded Ms. Arianne B. Olegario as 
National Consultant for Gender and Social Safeguards. Ms. 
Olegario will identify key areas for improvement in handling 
Gender and Development (GAD)-related operations and 
processes through a series of Gender Mainstreaming 
Scoping Activities with the Center’s GAD Focal Point System.

photo by: Philippine Commission on Women (PCW)

The OCBAs were rolled out in July 2020 featuring the 
following PPP training courses:

PPP 101: Orientation on PPP Concepts and 
Processes;
The PPP Process under the BOT Law and its 
Revised IRR;
Salient Features of the 2013 Revised NEDA 
Guidelines;
Introduction to Joint Venture Arrangements for 
Local Government Units;
Training on the Fundamentals of Unsolicited PPP 
Projects;
PPP Project Concept Note Development 
Workshop;
Project Manager’s Training on Managing PPP 
Projects; and
Special Topics on PPPs.

Despite the huge shift in the training delivery mode, 
demand for the Center’s capacity building services 
remained high, with the team completing 31 OCBAs for 1,358 
participants from its rollout to the present.

Overall feedback from the conduct of the OCBAs have been 
exceedingly encouraging.  Participants have lauded the 
quick and seamless transition to a virtual platform, as well as 

SPECIAL FEATURE 

the smooth conduct of online trainings. Some participants 
also noted the usefulness of having the session recording 
readily available, allowing them to go back to any point of 
the session and review any concepts they may have missed.
Currently, the Center is further improving its online 
learning efforts and reorganizing its capacity building 
framework—expanding its scope to include special topics 
on PPPs geared towards cascading the developments on 
various sectors and issues. The Center is also bolstering 
the delivery of project-focused courses, such as concept 
note development, preparation of tender documents, and 
contract management, to better respond to the needs of IAs.

To complement the conduct of OCBAs and with the 
steady demand for capacity building assistance coming 
from various IAs, the Center’s Capacity Building Division 
is developing five asynchronous, self-paced eLearning 
modules covering PPP concepts, PPP legal frameworks, PPP 
processes, and PPP Center services. The eLearning modules 
contain animated videos in place of traditional lectures, 
document references to supplement the information shared 
in the videos, and learning assessments.

Amidst the protracted restrictions due to COVID-19, the 
PPP Center will continue to develop and improve its online 
capacity building efforts to adapt to the changing needs of 
the implementing agencies and other PPP stakeholders.
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Prioritizing PPPs 
for Health
The timely passage of the Universal Health Care (UHC) Act 
in 2019 positioned the Center to help better address the 
need to prioritize health-related PPP infrastructures amid 
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. It lifted the momentum 
that was already being done in empowering implementing 
agencies to develop and implement their corresponding 
health PPP project pipelines.

The University of the Philippines (UP) Philippine General 
Hospital (PGH) Diliman and the UP PGH Manila Cancer 
Center Projects are seen as significant contributors to 
the country’s UHC. These projects aim to provide quality 

health care services and cater to the less privileged through 
dedicated medical facilities that are at par with top hospitals 
nationwide.

UP PGH Diliman Project
The UP PGH Diliman Project received funding for PPP 
project preparation and transaction support through the 
Center’s Project Development and Monitoring Facility 
(PDMF), a revolving fund that provides technical assistance 
on project development and effective monitoring during 
project implementation to help optimize the bankability of 
PPP projects. 

It is envisioned as a multi-storey tertiary healthcare hospital 
situated at the UP Diliman campus in Quezon City, Metro 
Manila. It will be primarily designed according to “Triple A” 
standards equipped with sophisticated medical facilities 
on oncology/hematology, neuroscience, developmental 
medicine, and disaster management facilities. It will 
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also include a formal clinical research unit dedicated for 
educational endeavors and medical research, ancillary 
facilities, and commercial areas.

UP PGH Manila Cancer Center Project
The UP PGH Manila Cancer Center Project is a greenfield 
hospital building envisioned to be the first comprehensive 
cancer center in the Philippines. A major component of the 
project will be its dedicated facilities specifically designed 
to better accommodate a greater number of charity and 
paying patients alike.

The COVID-19 pandemic severely amplified the necessity 
of a strong pipeline of dedicated healthcare infrastructures 
to effectively respond during health crises.  While the 
government continues to structure its long-term plans for 
sustainable and quality infrastructure, it also acknowledges 
the capacity of private sectors to deliver innovative 
technology and financing that are crucial in the realization 

of health care facilities and services. PPP has been seen as a 
viable course of action in promoting the country’s UHC as it 
seeks to deliver better healthcare for all and eventually lead 
the path to economic recovery and resiliency.

In order to support these goals, the PPP Center continues to 
enable the environment for health PPPs with its sustained 
assistance to implementing agencies in the development 
and implementation of their priority health PPP projects.
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Photo by: University of the Philippines (UP) Philippine General Hospital (PGH) 
- Department of Neurosciences
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Market Sounding Activity for the Metro Cebu 
Expressway, Davao-Digos Expressway, and Pacific 
Eastern Seaboard Expressway Projects
The Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH), in cooperation 
with the PPP Center, conducted a Market Sounding Activity among 
interested investors for the proposed Metro Cebu Expressway, Davao-
Digos Expressway, and Pacific Eastern Seaboard Expressway Projects on 
November 23, 2020 via Microsoft Teams and Facebook Live.

PPP Center, fully compliant to FOI 
requirements 
The PPP Center has been certified by the Presidential Communications 
Operations Office for its full compliance to the government’s enhanced 
Freedom of Information (FOI) requirements, pursuant to Section 5.5.b. of 
Memorandum Circular No. 2019-1, issued by the Inter-Agency Task Force 
on the Harmonization of National Government Performance Monitoring, 
Information, and Reporting System (Task Force Administrative Order 25, 
s. 11) of the country.

UNESCAP Fourth Meeting of the 
Infrastructure Financing and PPP Network 
of Asia and the Pacific
PPP Center Deputy Executive Director Eleazar E. Ricote served as a 
resource speaker at the UNESCAP Fourth Meeting of the Infrastructure 
Financing and Public-Private Partnership Network of Asia and the 
Pacific on October 15, 2020 via Zoom. He was one of the speakers during 
Session 3 of the Meeting: “PPP and Post COVID-19 Economic Recovery.”

Training for NEDA Regional Offices PPP 
Knowledge Corner Focal Persons
The PPP Center conducted an online Training for National Economic 
and Development Authority (NEDA) Regional Offices PPP Knowledge 
Corner Focal Persons last September 17-18, 2020. This online capacity 
building activity included discussions on the opportunities for PPPs 
in the Philippine Economic Recovery Plan; updates on PPP Center 
activities and issuances; and an overview of PPP Center tools used to 
develop or evaluate potential PPP projects.
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PPP Center, Australia Awards boost 
partnership with new training program
The PPP Center of the Philippines and Australia Awards in collaboration 
with the Queensland University of Technology continue to boost its 
strong partnership through a new training program offered to the 
Center’s officials and staff. On July 15, 2020, the Contract Management 
Short Course for the Center was formally opened through an online 
ceremony.

His Excellency Steven J. Robinson AO, Australian Ambassador to 
the Philippines led the opening ceremony highlighting the value of 
the Australian government partnership with the Philippines and its 
experience in PPPs.

PPP Briefing for the Pasig City LGU 
P4 Selection Committee 
and Regulatory Authority
The City Government of Pasig, led by Mayor Victor Maria Regis N. 
Sotto, expressed its interest in pursuing PPPs during the PPP Briefing 
for Pasig City concerning their LGU P4 Selection Committee and 
Regulatory Authority held by the PPP Center on November 11, 2020 via 
Microsoft Teams.

PPP Center participates in the Thematic 
Webinars of the OECD Southeast Asia 
Regional Programme
The PPP Center, through Deputy Executive Director Mia Mary G. 
Sebastian, was invited to present during the Thematic Webinars 
of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) Southeast Asia Regional Programme held on October 6, 2020. 
Recognizing the severity of the pandemic and its adverse socioeconomic 
impacts on the region, these webinars offered an in-depth discussion on 
the four priority areas that are crucial for preparing more inclusive and 
sustainable post-COVID-19 era in Southeast Asia: Resilient Infrastructure, 
Global Supply Chains and Protectionism, SMEs Support, and Skills 
Development.

PPP Center maintains ISO 9001-2015 
Certification 
In October 2020, the PPP Center  maintained its ISO Certification in 
the 2nd Surveillance Audit conducted remotely by TUV Rheinland. 
The Certification covered the provision of technical assistance and 
advisory service during development, structuring, and evaluation, 
and monitoring of projects; policy formulation; and capacity building 
and knowledge management, as well as the assistance of the various 
support services of the Center.

news in brief
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